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Wondershare MirrorGo is a free to use tiny utility. MirrorGo provides a great solution to capture what you see on your screen,
but also mirror your screen in the same time to show to somebody else, or as a alternative for a VNC viewer. Wonderful, isn’t
it? MirrorGo can be the best tool for video conferences, presentations and even desktop sharing with another PC. MirrorGo is
based on the latest technology and offers the best video quality, perfect for video calls and desktop sharing. In addition, it allows
you to capture the images, videos and even the audio. All what you see on your screen is mirrored to the same place where your
computer looks at first. You don’t have to be there to capture your screen. In fact, you don’t even have to have internet access.
The program runs directly from your USB drive and you are ready to use it. Simply plug your USB drive in your computer, and
you’re ready to capture! MirrorGo is very easy to use. It only requires you to select the type of mirroring, and then it captures
your screen immediately. Option 1: You can choose between 3 different ways of mirroring. If you want to capture just a small
area of your screen, then you can use the Automatic option. Selecting the Full screen mirroring will allow you to capture your
entire screen and MirrorGo will automatically re-size it. Or if you want to capture just the desktop or a particular window, you
can use the Window mirroring and then select the size. MirrorGo 1.9.0 Option 2: If you want to copy your screen to the cloud or
to a disk, then you can select one of the following two options: “Mirror the clipboard” and “Mirror the clipboard and copy to a
disk”. If you select “Mirror the clipboard”, then after the capturing, you can save your screen as a.PNG file. If you select
“Mirror the clipboard and copy to a disk”, then after the capturing, you can use the “Save image” button to save your screen as
a.PNG file or as a.JPG file, or you can save the screen as a.BMP file. Option 3: In the meantime, you can also use a full screen
recording for your screen capturing. 82157476af
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